
Madam's 3601 

 

  Chapter 3601 The shadow found that sister Nian planned 

 

  The evil person raised his head as if in response, his eyes were amazingly bright, and he met her 

eyes. In those eyes, she only saw arrogance and arrogance, and there was no trace of begging for mercy 

or fear in them. 

 

  Nie Qingru's breathing became heavier, and he raised his palms. 

 

  She knew that Qiao Nian was a smart person. 

 

  Qiao Nian thought she had already found out the first time she touched the mechanism, so Qiao 

Nian's first reaction was to look at the surveillance camera in the vault. 

 

   But even at that point, she, who has become a caged animal, still has not broken her spine, and the 

signal in that look is still arrogant and rebellious! 

 

  Nie Qingru thought of someone. 

 

  The man who made her hate half her life and fear half her life. 

 

  This idea just came up, her heart seemed to be pinched by an invisible big hand, Nie Qingru's 

expression changed from calm to ferocious, every breath she took was extremely heavy, and there was 

only one thought in her heart... She must not let Qiao Nian leave safely tonight! 

 

  ** 

 

  The lobby on the first floor of the Smith Bank was noisy at the moment, and there was no longer 

the usual glamorous elite atmosphere. More than 200 people were crowded underneath, making it look 

like a vegetable market. 

 



  Qiao Nian mingled down with the flow of people, and when he saw two rows of security guards 

standing by the gate, he couldn't help lowering his eyes and pursed his lower lip. 

 

  She hid herself in the crowd, no one noticed her, and no one noticed the little red plum oozing from 

the sleeve on the right arm of this strange female colleague. 

 

  Everyone is panicking about the 'fire' upstairs. 

 

  These financial elites in State M were in a panic at the moment, blushing and arguing loudly with 

the security chief, asking them to let themselves out immediately. 

 

  The others were also in a state of disarray, ready to rush out in panic and fear at any time. 

 

   "Everyone, please calm down. We have checked the building and there is no fire on it. Don't be 

nervous." 

 

  The person in charge was sweating profusely trying to appease the excited crowd. 

 

  But when it comes to your own safety, who wants to believe in a word of comfort from others. 

 

The man who took the lead in the negotiations looked extremely ugly, clenched his fists and shouted 

angrily: "Since there is no fire above, why don't you let us go? Get out of the way, we want to go out! 

You have no right to prevent us from leaving, you guys are illegally detaining us." ~!" 

 

  In his anger, he turned back excitedly and said to everyone: "Let's go. Let's break out!" 

 

  The rest of the people went through the alarm and fire spray, and were stopped in the gate for 

running all the way, and they were already in a mess. 

 

   Someone took the lead, and everyone was almost ready to rush outside without thinking. 

 



  Qiao Nian had expected this to happen, raised his glasses, covered the injured right arm, and 

prepared to follow the crowd out. 

 

at this time. 

 

  A gunshot rang out ahead. 

 

   "Boom!" 

 

  The crowd who were about to rush out burst into an uproar. Everyone froze in place as if they had 

been hit by acupuncture points. 

 

  Qiao Nian realized what happened, but hadn't had time to react. 

 

   Out of the corner of my eye, I saw the elevator door opened. 

 

   Immediately afterwards, Shadow walked forward surrounded by several hermit families. 

 

  He has a high prestige among these people. 

 

  As soon as he appeared, the restless crowd seemed to be injected with a booster. Even the people 

who took the lead in rushing in calmed down and looked in his direction blankly. 

 

  Qiao Nian frowned, lowered her head to avoid the shadow's searching eyes, and hid sideways 

behind a tall man. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3602 Hey, are you injured? 

 



  Although Shadow didn't have time to search carefully, her heart sank, and she already had an 

ominous premonition. 

 

   If her plan goes well, she has already mixed out with the crowd. 

 

   But after all, this is a temporary solution that she came up with in an emergency. Once something 

happened midway, such as the current situation, Qiao Nian didn't think of a plan. 

 

  Shadow rushed to the mansion so quickly, so the chances of her leaving were too slim. 

 

  The fat executive trotting in front handed the man in black clothes and pants a microphone. 

 

  Shadow tried to find the figure from the crowd, but there were too many people gathered in the 

lobby on the first floor, and even he couldn't immediately tell which one was Qiao Nian. 

 

He could only take the speaking loudspeaker from the executive, and said in a calm voice: "Everyone, 

don't panic, we won't let you go because some of you broke into the vault and took important 

documents. The previous alarm is also the same. Because of the sound made by touching the safe. As 

for the fire extinguisher on the 12th floor, that person also made the noise, just to make you panic, so 

she can leave here with you." 

 

   He has too much information in just a few sentences. 

 

  Someone in the crowd boldly said: "How do we know what you say is true or not? If there is a fire, 

we will ask to go out." 

 

  Shadow glanced at the crowd expressionlessly, and then gave a shocking warning: "I told you, 

anyone who tries to break in can shoot!" 

 

  —Can shoot! 

 



  The crowd became agitated by his words, but it had to be said that his words were full of 

deterrence. Compared with reasoning with panicked people, fists could make them obey quickly. 

 

   Qiao Nian looked at the shadows in front of the people who had already started counting the 

identities of these people, and they would find him in a few minutes. 

 

   And this time the shadow is fully prepared. 

 

   Qiao Nian turned around and saw that he had arranged guards at the elevator entrance and the 

emergency passage to ensure that she could not go back. 

 

  She clenched her fists. There was no expression on that delicate face, her eyes were like pools of 

water, and the nerves in her back were tensed without any trace. Watching the men who gradually 

came over from the shadow, her temples were throbbing, and she was about to give it a go... 

 

   Just at the critical moment. 

 

  A man beside Qiao Nian suddenly made a sound, pointed to her right arm and said, "Hey, why is 

there blood? Are you injured?" 

 

  He probably has good intentions. 

 

  Thinking that his colleague scratched his hand in a panic, and seeing that Qiao Nian was a girl, he 

kindly said out of a gentleman's spirit: "Why don't you tell them to bandage you first." 

 

  What he doesn't know is that he does bad things with good intentions. 

 

  Shadow was also looking for Qiao Nian. 

 

  Everyone was stunned by his phrase 'you can shoot'. Although there are many people in the lobby 

on the first floor at the moment, basically no one speaks. 

 



  In a quiet to eerie atmosphere. 

 

   His voice is loud enough for normal speaking. 

 

  The sentence that there is blood on the wound attracted a lot of attention for Qiao Nian. 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't expect to meet a pig teammate by his side, there must be a bug in this shit! 

 

  She reacted quickly. 

 

   At the same time that the shadow's sharp gaze was looking this way, she slipped out a miniature 

pistol from her cuff and fired three shots at the crystal lamp in the lobby. 

 

   Only the sound of banging guns and shattering glass can be heard. 

 

  The lobby is plunged into darkness. 

 

  The crowd who had finally calmed down were also frightened by the sudden gunshots, screams and 

noises. 

 

  People's instinct makes them run out desperately. 

 

   At this time, the shadow threat becomes tasteless. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3603 A car rushed straight in! 

 

  Nobody cared about what didn't happen, they just knew they heard gunfire and had to go outside 

to be safe... 



 

   "Stop them, don't go out alone!" 

 

   "Block!" 

 

  Shadow sternly stopped! 

 

  He found Qiao Nian before the lights went out and the lobby fell into darkness, and he also saw the 

girl's slightly pale but calm enough face. 

 

  He didn't expect Qiao Nian to catch him by surprise. 

 

  The Queen is right. 

 

  He must not let people run away tonight. 

 

   Even if it is a dead person, Qiao Nian must be kept. 

 

   "Anyone who dares to go out and shoot immediately!" Shadow issued an order viciously, while he 

pushed through the crowd and chased upstream in the direction where the girl was hiding just now. 

 

  Qiao Nian had quietly left the place at the same time as the crystal lamp above his head went out, 

and was walking out. 

 

  However, Shadow's orders were fast and ruthless. 

 

  After a short period of panic, the security personnel at the gate strictly followed his orders. Even 

though the crowd was very excited, no one could stand out from the wall. 

 

  She took a deep breath, and was about to look back at the possibility of going up the stairs. 



 

   It's just that things are more difficult than she imagined. 

 

  These people didn't give her a chance to go up at all. They only heard a series of footsteps, and 

someone behind them brought a flashlight to illuminate. 

 

   And the situation was urgent at that time, Qiao Nian only had time to turn off the light in the hall, 

the lights at the elevator and emergency stairs were still good, as long as she passed by, she would be 

found immediately... 

 

  Qiao Nian could neither advance nor retreat, and suddenly fell into a difficult situation. 

 

  She rarely encountered such a situation, especially when her right hand was still injured. The crowd 

rubbed against her injured arm from time to time, and every time it would make the wound ooze from 

the wound. 

 

  Injured and in severe pain, Qiao Nian relied on perseverance to survive until now. 

 

   If it continues, it will take less than five minutes, and the opportunity she finally created will 

disappear in an instant, and the situation will return to the original point of being controlled by the 

hidden family... 

 

   Time passed by one minute and one second. 

 

  Shadow found more and more flashlights, and coupled with the night outside, it was enough to 

illuminate the lobby. 

 

   Can't stand her waiting! 

 

  Qiao Nian gritted her teeth and was about to make a desperate fight. 

 



   It is impossible for her to fall into Nie Qingru's hands, even if she dies, she will not even think about 

this day. 

 

at this time. 

 

  Suddenly two bright lights came in from outside. 

 

  Shadow also sensed the sudden situation, and said hoarsely, "What's going on?" 

 

   Before he could see clearly, he heard a scream in front of him, followed by the sound of a huge 

area of glass shattering. 

 

   "Boom!" 

 

  A black Buick car smashed the glass door from the outside and drove in, like a cheetah in the dark 

night breaking through the shadow-controlled defense line at an unstoppable speed. 

 

  Someone in the car opened the door. 

 

   Before Qiao Nian had time to react, he heard Ji Lin's voice: "Miss Qiao got in the car, Master Wang 

is here to pick you up." 

 

   Just this sentence. 

 

  Qiao Nian immediately ran over, grabbed Ji Lin's hand that was stretched out from the car before 

everyone had time to react, and jumped into the car. 

 

  Ji Lin immediately closed the car door while pulling her up, and said to the man in the driver's seat, 

"Come up." 

 



  The man sitting in the cab turned the steering wheel with one hand, and the black Buick turned on 

the spot. 

 

  The entire process took less than a minute, and the two parties cooperated tacitly and trusted 

enough, and hardly a second was delayed. 

 

  Shadow saw the black Buick wanting to leave under the moonlight, changed his face, and shouted: 

"Stop that car, shoot! Shoot now!" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3604 Waste, let her run away 

 

  The other people who were stunned by this scene finally came back to their senses, and hurriedly 

shot at the rear of the car. 

 

  However, there is no time at this time. 

 

  The black Buick drove steadily into the road amidst the chaos of gunfire, and gradually disappeared 

from their field of vision as the traffic flow— 

 

  At this time, the obese executive finally found a spare battery to illuminate the lobby like daylight, 

but he only saw the shadow's livid face and the mess everywhere. 

 

   "You...are you okay?" 

 

  He cautiously stepped forward to comfort him. 

 

  Shadow's head was buzzing, his face was ashen, he kicked the trash can on the side hard, bowed his 

waist and gasped for breath, his brain went blank for a while! 

 



  He never expected this result. 

 

  Obviously he was only a little bit short of being able to catch Qiao Nian, just a little bit... He already 

felt that he was driving that person into a corner. 

 

   Just give him another minute... no, ten seconds, and he might have caught someone! 

 

  But in the blink of an eye, the man was rescued. 

 

  Shadow didn't know how to explain the situation here to Nie Qingru, but felt that his mistake this 

time was too big for him to accept. 

 

  … 

 

  Nie Qingru's car arrived ten minutes later and parked outside the bank building. 

 

  When she got off the car, she saw the mess outside, and the dejected security guards cleaning up 

the mess... 

 

  She walked in quickly and didn't see any shadows for the time being, but she had an ominous 

premonition in her heart, vaguely aware that things might get out of control. 

 

   When she finally found out where the shadow was, and seeing that there was no such evil figure 

beside him, the light in her eyes dimmed, she shook her hands and said to the man, "Come with me!" 

 

  Shadow handed over the formalities to others and followed. 

 

  Nie Qingru quickly walked ahead without stopping. 

 

  She didn't even have the patience to find a room, so she turned to the exit of the emergency 

corridor and stepped in. 



 

  Shadow didn't dare to delay to follow. 

 

  As soon as he entered, he hadn't had time to stand still. 

 

  The person walking in front suddenly turned around, slapped him **** the face, and slapped his 

head heavily to the right under the force. 

 

  Shadow didn't even dare to touch his face. He stood there with his hands down, feeling the tingling 

sensation of numbness on one side of his face, spat out a mouthful of blood, and apologized in a low 

voice: "I'm sorry, Empress." 

 

  Nie Qingru prides herself on being noble, and rarely does it herself. This time, he couldn't control 

his emotions when he was furious. 

 

   She looked at the person who bowed her head and apologized in front of her as if she was looking 

at a dead person, and said viciously, "Where is she?!" 

 

   "Run away." Shadow bowed his head, he didn't even have the courage to look at her, his throat 

was full of fishy and sweet taste. 

 

  Nie Qingru's slap was so severe that his right ear is still buzzing, and he relies on his left ear to listen 

to her questions. 

 

  But the shadow didn't resent Nie Qingru for slapping him. He deserved to die this time because he 

betrayed the queen's trust and didn't catch anyone. 

 

   "This time I made a mistake, and my subordinates have nothing to refute. You can do whatever you 

want with me, even if it means taking my life...I have no complaints!" 

 

Nie Qingru's rage that rushed to the back of his head calmed down in his words, and he glanced at him 

as if he was looking at a dog: "I didn't save you in the first place to let you die for me to see. If you 

wanted to die, you shouldn't have begged me in the first place. save you." 



 

  Shadow raised his head quickly: "But I didn't complete the task you gave me..." 

 

   "Okay!" Nie Qingru interrupted him, her face was still not good-looking, but at least she didn't lose 

control before, and said with a blank face: "Do you know who rescued her?" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3605 Who else can there be except Mr. Wang! 

 

  Shadow couldn't hide his emotion, but he didn't dare to show it. He suppressed his surging 

emotions and whispered: "It should be that Young Master Ye." 

 

   "Who?" Nie Qingru didn't wait for him to answer, and asked to himself: "Ye Wangchuan?" 

 

  The interrogative sentence she said was in an affirmative tone. 

 

  She had a sharp sneer, but the smile didn't reach her eyes, her eyes were like a desolate ice field, 

only the nature of a beast remained: "He likes my granddaughter." 

 

   "..." 

 

  Shadow lowered his head and dared not speak. 

 

  Nie Qingru's face was frosty: "Have you checked the vault, something is missing." 

 

  Shadow's spine was almost crushed by guilt: "Subordinates went to look at it. It's missing... the 

antidote you put in the safe is missing. In addition..." 

 

  He couldn't go on. 



 

  Nie Qing didn't let him go, staring at him: "What else?" 

 

  Shadow knelt down with a plop, kneeling straight on the ground, and said dejectedly: "There are 

also... photos and ashes." 

 

  Nie Qingru only heard a groan in her head, her fingernails pinched the palm of her hand, piercing 

into the bone: "What did you say?" 

 

  Shadow understands what these two things mean, and dare not repeat them at all. 

 

  Nie Qingru actually heard it clearly, but she couldn't accept the result. She clenched her teeth 

tightly, the back molars creaked, and she smiled angrily: "It's good. It's good! It's really Ji Wu Falcon's 

kind. I really regret that I didn't investigate Ji's situation when I was soft-hearted. If I hadn't Let me know 

that she still has a child living outside so that this **** will not be left behind!" 

 

  Cut the grass without removing the roots, and the spring breeze will give birth again! 

 

   After all, she has softened her heart. 

 

  Nie Qingru pinched the palm of her hand and almost fainted from anger. Fortunately, she is strong 

enough, and she is used to being the only one who is the only one. Even if she encounters setbacks, she 

will not lose her mind. 

 

   "Immediately block all overseas flights and ports in State M. Within 24 hours from now, I will not 

allow anyone to leave the country." 

 

  Shadow suddenly raised his head: "Queen, is it too tough to do this. The Privy Council...will not 

agree." 

 

  Nie Qingru looked extremely calm under the extreme anger, and the turbulent waves were all 

hidden under the calm surface. He said without hesitation: "I will let the Privy Council agree!" 



 

   "You..." Shadow wanted to persuade again. 

 

  Nie Qingru raised her hand to stop him, closed her eyes, opened them again, and said loudly: "I will 

never allow anyone to take him away." 

 

  ** 

 

  In the boundless night, the black Buick blended into the fast-moving traffic and got rid of the cars 

following the water behind, driving smoothly on the road. 

 

   Until they are sure they are safe. 

 

  Ji Lin's tense muscles relaxed, and then he forced a smile to comfort the girl who was also sitting in 

the back row: "Miss Qiao, it's all right now." 

 

  Qiao Nian raised her hand to take off the rimless glasses on the bridge of her nose and held it in her 

hand, looked up at the man driving through the seat: "When did you come?" 

 

"The plane landed an hour ago. I asked Ji Lin to check your whereabouts and rushed over here." Ye 

Fanchuan drove with one hand, and put one hand on the reverse wheel to reveal the black bracelet on 

his thin wrist. The extremely simple bracelet The skin is extremely white, without any femininity. 

 

  As proud and noble as he is, he is watertight and extremely reliable. 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't want to ask him how he guessed that he was in danger for a moment. 

 

  Because she knew that Ye Fanchuan didn't guess it, he just chose to rush to her immediately... 

 

   It was Ye Wangchuan who watched her fall silent through the rearview mirror from the corner of 

the eye, and said softly, "Why didn't you ask me how I knew you were in danger." 



 

   

 

  Chapter 3606 The person in the photo should be dead 

 

  Qiao Nian's whole body relaxed, and the muscles from the pierced wound on one arm started to 

tingle belatedly. 

 

  She suddenly lost strength, leaned against the back of the chair, her face was pale, and she said in a 

lazy tone: "I don't want to ask, I'm bored." 

 

  Ji Lin noticed the blood oozing from her right shirt, and was startled: "I said why did I smell blood on 

the car. Miss Qiao, why didn't you say you were injured?" 

 

  Qiao Nian glanced at his right hand indifferently, and said calmly, "Small injury." 

 

  Just as Ji Lin was about to say something, he looked at his master Wang, hesitating what to say. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan didn't speak, as if he didn't hear their conversation, he looked ahead and drove, his 

thin lips were tightly pressed into a line the whole time, and he didn't say a word. 

 

  Ji Lin couldn't figure out his psychology, and didn't know where his master was making trouble. 

Usually, Miss Qiao would say a few words when she had a cold drink, but this time she heard that Miss 

Qiao was injured, but she didn't respond. 

 

  The black Buick rolled over the two rows of lights on the road and drove towards the airport. It 

drove very fast, unlike his usual style. 

 

   Thirty kilometers away from the airport, Ji Lin received a call. 

 

"knew." 



 

  He hung up the phone with a solemn expression, looked up and said to the two people in the car: 

"Nie Qingru canceled all outbound flights from M state." 

 

  Such a crazy move surpassed Ji Lin's imagination. He couldn't help looking in Qiao Nian's direction, 

and couldn't help but ask, "Miss Qiao, what did you take from her? Why is she acting like she's crazy?" 

 

  Qiao Nian was startled, and it was also a rare moment of astonishment. Crow black eyelash feathers 

covered her eyes as if she was thinking: "An antidote, a photo and a box." 

 

  She slowly took out the things she brought out at the risk of risk, put them in front of Ji Lin, and 

pouted her chin: "Just these three things." 

 

  Ji Lin looked at the three inconspicuous things, and couldn't understand what magical power these 

things had that could make the Empress of the Hermit Family go crazy like this. 

 

  He first picked up the old photo and looked at it, but he didn't recognize the person on it: "There is 

such a person in M state? Why have I never seen it before?" 

 

  Nie Qingru has a shadow-like man beside her. He is very skilled and efficient. Everyone knows that 

she has a good dog. 

 

  Qiao Nian rested his chin on his hand, and said casually, "This man should be dead." 

 

   "Dead?!" Ji Lin raised his head in astonishment. 

 

  Qiao Nian exchanged glances with him, took the photo from his hand and looked at the man with a 

bright smile in the photo again. 

 

"If I'm not wrong, this person has been dead for a long time. This is one of the few photos left by that 

person. And this photo has special memories, so she cherishes this photo very much and specially The 

photos are stored in a safe." 



 

  She said it lightly, Ji Lin opened his mouth, and didn't know what to answer for a moment. 

 

   Qiao Nian just told himself. 

 

   She was holding the old photo between her fingers, slightly distracted. 

 

  She even thought that the reason why Nie Qingru treasures this photo is most likely because this 

photo was taken by Nie Qingru herself. 

 

  Because the man in the photo looked at the camera with strong love, brilliant and free eyes. 

 

  This kind of look is destined to have a different relationship with him. It is impossible for Nie Qingru 

to hide the photos taken by this man's "girlfriend" most preciously. 

 

  The only possibility is—that girlfriend is herself! 

 

  Qiao Nian suddenly smiled, and licked her chapped lips sullenly, her eyes were cold and dry, and she 

almost wanted to break the photo. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3607 Master Wang is angry? 

 

  She originally thought that the grievances of the previous generation were so complicated, but she 

didn't expect the truth to be so bloody...It might even be more **** than she imagined. 

 

   It's just that she still can't figure out why Nie Qingru wants to kill Ji Qing. 

 



   Even if the other person Nie Qingru loves in her heart is not her husband, there is no need to kill 

her only daughter. 

 

  What happened back then, why did Ji Qing have to die? 

 

   Heavy fog surrounded her again, and she couldn't see where the road ahead was for a while, but 

she felt her lips and teeth were cold, and she wanted to laugh but felt absurd. 

 

  Until a voice broke the fog, and the streetlights that acted like guides in the darkness pulled her out 

of the chill that chilled her teeth. 

 

   "If that person died, the box you took away might contain that person's ashes. That's why she 

reacted so strongly, she must catch you." 

 

  Qiao Nian suddenly came back to his senses, his eyes fell on him, he leaned forward, and 

subconsciously grabbed him: "You mean...impossible!" 

 

  After she vetoed it, she calmly gave a reason: "That box can't hold the ashes of a person." 

 

Ye Wangchuan was still driving, and he didn't know where he was going. Hearing this, he just chuckled, 

lazily and domineeringly: "Who told you that there must be a whole person's ashes inside. What if she 

only has so many ashes? " 

 

   "..." 

 

  Qiao Nian let go and sat back, thinking about this possibility. 

 

  Ji Lin was more straightforward, reaching out to take the box and opening it: "Just take a look and 

you'll know." 

 

  The box itself has no mechanism, it should be out of preciousness, even Nie Qingru didn't tamper 

with it. 



 

  Ji Lin opened it as soon as he pushed it, saw the dust inside, and said to Qiao Nian with convinced 

eyes: "My Lord is right." 

 

   This is really the thing inside! 

 

  Qiao Nian also saw it, told him to close the box and not move around, and immediately rubbed the 

center of his eyebrows, only to feel his eyelids twitching, and his expression became strange. 

 

  She had never thought about it before, and thought that there was something confidential in the 

box, which was why Nie Qingru had set up so many traps to prevent people from touching it. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan asked her: "What are you going to do now?" 

 

  It happened to be a traffic light. He waited for the red light, then looked back and asked her: "...Do 

you want to return it?" 

 

   Qiao Nian glanced at him, very irritated: "Do you think she will believe that I want to return this 

thing to her? Do you believe that as long as I show up, she will immediately crush me to ashes." 

 

  Nie Qingru blocked all the airport and port in order to catch her. If she can't catch her with this trick, 

she can't justify it. 

 

   "You also know that she is going to catch you, so you're not in a hurry?" Ye Wangchuan glanced 

lightly, and saw the blood on her hands and arms, and raised his thin lips: "Yes, you are quite capable." 

 

For some reason, Qiao Nian could hear the anger in his tone. At least at this moment, she was 

frightened by him. She rubbed her earlobe in embarrassment and explained: "At that time, I wasn't sure 

which antidote was in it, but I took both of them away. Who knows One of them is under the trap, and I 

have already hid very quickly." 

 

  It's okay if she didn't say anything, but after she said it, Ye Wangchuan said calmly: "Yes, just wait a 

little longer, I'm here to collect your body tonight." 



 

   Qiao Nian was completely speechless. 

 

  Ji Lin didn't dare to say anything, trying to minimize his sense of existence. 

 

  The red light quickly turned into a green light, Ye Wangchuan turned his head back and looked 

forward again, focused on driving, and became dumb again. 

 

  The atmosphere in the car is extremely low. 

 

  Ji Lin didn't even dare to breathe. He looked at the front and the side, wondering why he was in this 

car. 

 

   He should be under the car, not in the car... 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3608 Delusion, the port can’t go 

 

  Ye Fanchuan was angry because he was angry, the car drove fast and steadily, stepped into the 

foggy port in the dark, and stopped the car. He unbuckled his seat belt and said to the two of them, "Get 

out of the car." 

 

  Ji Lin got out of the car first, stood by the door and asked Qiao Nian, "Miss Qiao, do you want me to 

help you?" 

 

   "No. I can go down by myself." The girl jumped out of the car with the stolen clothes, looked at the 

brightly lit port, and turned to look at Ye Wangchuan: "Shall we go from the port?" 

 

  Ji Lin hesitated to speak: "Master Wang, the old hag has sealed off the airport and the port. It may 

not be easy for you to leave at this time. Or go back with me, and I will find a way to help you hide for 

two days..." 



 

  Ye Wangchuan walked straight forward. 

 

   "Staying for one more day is more dangerous." 

 

  Ji Lin had no choice but to catch up: "But right now you and Ms. Qiao really can't leave. I have 

received news that state M is under martial law, and even I have no ability to send you away at this 

moment." 

 

   "..." Qiao Nian didn't say a word, and followed along with her hands. 

 

Ji Lin saw that the man walking in front did not listen to his persuasion at all, and was so anxious that he 

turned around and saw Qiao Nian, thinking of her: "Miss Qiao, please give me some advice. Now the 

airport and port are the most dangerous places for you. You go back with me first, and I'll think of a way. 

Even if Nie Qingru wants to blockade M state, it won't be too long, as long as we avoid the pursuit 

during this time, we will be fine." 

 

  Qiao Nian's eyes were dark, and he couldn't answer what he said for a long time. She really wanted 

to ask him: Can't you see that he is angry with me? 

 

  However, Ji Lin looked at her like a savior, wishing to wag her tail, which made Qiao Nian unable to 

speak for a long time. 

 

   "Miss Qiao..." Ji Lin thought she wanted to leave too, and was about to re-analyze with her how 

dangerous it is for them to appear in the port now. 

 

  Qiao Nian slowly opened her mouth: "I..." 

 

  She just opened her mouth. 

 

  The man in front seemed to have eyes behind his back, turned his head, expressionless: "Ji Lin, 

what. Don't believe me?" 



 

  Ji Lin's back felt cold in an instant, and he could hear his contemptuous tone, which was three-point 

serious, opened his mouth wide, and shook his head instinctively: "No. Of course I believe you." 

 

Out of the corner of Ye Wangchuan's eyes, he caught a glimpse of that figure, saw that she followed 

behind leisurely without saying much, felt blocked in his heart, raised his hand and pressed the center of 

his eyebrows, and suppressed the emotion that surged up for a moment: "Then follow! " 

 

  He turned and left. 

 

  Ji Lin had no choice but to follow. 

 

  Qiao Nian was keenly aware that he glanced at her for a second, and then looked away in a blink of 

an eye, as if he didn't want her to find out. 

 

  Um, so angry? 

 

   Qiao Nian looked at the man's slender back, paused in his steps, raised his hand and rubbed his 

swollen temples, and suddenly had a headache. 

 

  She couldn't hold him on the pier to explain something, so she touched her nose and continued to 

follow the two people in front without saying a word. 

 

  Nie Qingru blocked the port very quickly. 

 

  M continent has a total of 7 ports. 

 

  The port that Ye Wangchuan drove over is the second largest port, and it is also the central point 

where freight logistics converge. 

 

  Because she wants to completely blockade the airport and all ports, no matter how powerful Nie 

Qingru is, it is impossible to have a clone who can personally supervise every place. 



 

  So the actual implementation depends on the members of her hidden family. 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't know how she persuaded the old men in the Privy Council to agree to her doing 

this. When they arrived at the port, they found that many cargo owners were negotiating with the 

Hermit Family. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3609 Someone came to pick them up 

 

  International shipping is not that simple. 

 

  Every cruise ship has a background of a multinational group. State M's sudden detention of them 

for a day will undoubtedly disrupt the arrangement of these ships. 

 

   Labor costs and freight costs have to increase. 

 

  How could the cargo owner agree easily. 

 

  When she arrived at the port, she foresaw the chaos in front of her, but she never thought that the 

port would be so chaotic. 

 

  Right now, the people in charge of the Hermit Family are surrounded by more than a dozen or 

twenty consignors from various countries. Everyone dances and speaks their own national language and 

argues with him loudly. They are all excited and blushing. 

 

  The person in charge surrounded in the middle is also the head and the two big ones. Apart from 

waving their hands to block others from approaching, they kept repeating: "NO!" 

 

   Qiao Nian and the three of them were not so conspicuous. 



 

  Ji Lin looked at the dozens of ferries moored at the port, and secretly glanced at his master's face a 

few times. Seeing that Ye Wangchuan had no emotion on his face, he was not sure whether he was sure. 

 

   "My lord." 

 

  As soon as he opened his mouth, he saw a person passing through the noisy dock, approaching 

them from the dark night. 

 

   "Be careful." Ji Lin pulled himself together and immediately became vigilant, standing in front of Ye 

Fanchuan and Qiao Nian, silently touching the gun hidden in his waist with his left hand, ready to draw it 

at any time. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan put his hand on his shoulder at this time, gently soothing: "My own." 

 

Ji Lin's tense shoulders relaxed, he frowned, and subconsciously turned his head to observe his 

expression. Before he could see clearly, he saw the man walking in front of them and greeted Ye 

Wangchuan directly, with a very respectful attitude: "Mr. Ye, The master has already explained to us, it 

is inconvenient to talk here, please follow me." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan made a low nasal voice in the night: "Yes." 

 

  Ji Lin looked at him and then at that person, and asked suspiciously, "Master Wang, do you know 

each other?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan didn't hide it from him: "A friend." 

 

  He turned his face to the side, and then set his calm eyes on the girl. 

 

  Compared to Ji Lin, Qiao Nian was much quieter. He was taciturn along the way, and basically didn't 

speak. Now it's no surprise that he just stood there and asked nothing. 

 



  Ye Wangchuan's heart was blocked all night, and the place was even more blocked! 

 

  If he doesn't talk to her, she won't bother to talk to her, right? 

 

Obviously not a teenage boy, Ye Wangchuan was almost laughed at by Qiao Nian, and felt that he was 

so stupid to be easily provoked, but he couldn't control his heart being raised and quickly by her every 

move. whereabouts… 

 

  Qiao Nian caught his gaze that had stayed on her for a long time this time, and the dark pupils lifted 

up, just in time to meet him. 

 

  The clear eyes were filled with blank surprise, as if asking him 'what's the matter'? 

 

   Undoubtedly stepping on Zhongye Wangchuan again. 

 

  He took a deep breath and moved his eyes away, pursed his thin lips, and talked to the strange 

man: "Is there a doctor on board?" 

 

   "Yes, yes." The man was taken aback, looking up and down at him: "Mr. Ye, are you injured?" 

 

  After a brief silence, Ye Wangchuan also felt that his unilateral angry behavior was naive, and 

immediately said: "No, my girlfriend suffered some trauma." 

 

The person who came to pick them up realized that Qiao Nian seemed to be there. He turned his head 

to look at Qiao Nian for a moment, then retracted his gaze, smiled and said, "We have a team doctor on 

board who can do simple examination and treatment. If your girlfriend is seriously injured Go to the 

hospital." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 3610 So these two big guys actually know Mr. Cage 

 



  Ye Wangchuan nodded: "I know." 

 

  The man looked at the turbulent waves at night, and didn't stand here to chat with them: "Then 

let's go there first, it's almost time to sail." 

 

"kindness." 

 

  Ye Fanchuan didn't say much this time, just followed. 

 

  … 

 

  The boat the man mentioned was actually a large ferry, and he led the way. Qiao Nian and the three 

boarded the boat smoothly without encountering any obstacles. 

 

   They boarded the boat, and Ji Lin couldn't help talking to each other: "Are you going to leave the 

boat now? Didn't the Hidden Family have a ban not allowing any overseas ferries to leave the port?" 

 

  The man showed his big white teeth when he heard the words, arrogantly: "They issued a ban? 

Heh. We can't leave if they don't let us go? She cares about others most of the time, but she can't 

control us! We can leave if we want!" 

 

   Ji Lin frowned, for a moment he couldn't understand why the other party could say such arrogant 

words. 

 

  Nie Qingru's orders might not be so powerful if they were in another place, but this is State M, after 

all, it is the nest of the hermit family. 

 

  Nie Qingru would not be able to completely ban aircraft and ports if he had no strength... 

 

  The man saw the disbelief in his eyes, and reached out to pat him on the shoulder: "Don't worry, we 

will be able to leave." 

 



   After he finished speaking, he tilted his head and looked at Ji Lin again, with a strange expression: 

"But since you came here with Mr. Ye, why don't you know where we are?" 

 

  Ji Lin was very wronged: "...Ahem, I really don't know." 

 

  Fortunately, the man was not angry. Hearing this, he nodded lightly as he understood, and let go of 

his hand to introduce himself to him: "I am Mr. Cage's." 

 

  Ji Lin suddenly opened his eyes wide, and the eyeballs almost fell out in an instant. 

 

   "Kay, Cage?" 

 

   "Yes. Mr. Ye knows our master and is a good friend with our master. Let us take him out of the port 

this time. Master asks us to protect Mr. Ye's safety." 

 

   "..." Ji Lin fell silent! 

 

  He is still wearing the snake ring that Qiao read to him, and then the man in front of him told him 

that Wang Ye and Mr. Cage have known each other for many years. 

 

  He is the only one who is superfluous here. 

 

  But he remembered that he had talked to Wang Ye on the phone several times before that he 

wanted to order a transport plane. At that time, Wang Ye seemed to have no reaction at all... 

 

  Ji Lin suddenly had an epiphany. 

 

  So it's not that my master can't get a sea transport plane, but that he...doesn't deserve it! 

 

   This knowledge hurt Ji Lin a lot in the next few minutes. He was absent-minded and didn't know 

what the other party was talking to him. 



 

  Until a crew member trotted over and said to the man: "KIMI, the ship is about to depart." 

 

  Ji Lin came back to his senses suddenly, and hurriedly said to the man: "I won't go, if you want to go, 

I will go down first." 

 

   "Aren't you with us?" the man asked in surprise. 

 

  Ji Lin smiled: "I still have things to do here." 

 

  The man nodded: "Alright then, I'll have someone take you down." 

 

  He talked to the crew and asked them to take Ji Lin off the ferry. 

 

  Ji Lin originally wanted to say hello to Qiao Nian and Ye Wangchuan before leaving, but after 

thinking about it, he decided to disembark first with the crew. 

 

   Then he found a safe place and sent messages to Ye Wangchuan and Qiao Nian respectively, telling 

them that he went back first. 

 

  However, Ji Lin did not leave, but was waiting for the ferry to leave the port. 

 

  There were still fierce quarrels on the pier, and the cargo owners from all over the world were still 

clamoring for release, but they were all rejected. 

 

at this time. 

 

  Ji Lin saw the whistle of the ferry he stayed on just now, and with the sound of the waves hitting the 

pier on the sea, the huge luxury ferry began to leave the port... 


